WAGS 31: Queer Canons

Texts: The reading notes are available at the office of Women’s and Gender Studies, 14 Grosvenor House. The following texts are available at Amherst Books:

Baldwin, James, *Giovanni’s Room* (Delta) 0385334583
Cather, Willa, *The Professor’s House* (Vintage) 0679731806
Hall, Radclyffe, *The Well of Loneliness* (Anchor) 9780385416092
Hubbard, Thomas K., *Homosexuality in Greece and Rome: A Sourcebook of Basic Documents* (U California) 0585466025
Mishima, Yukio, *Confessions of a Mask* (New Directions) 9780811201186
Puig, Manuel, *Kiss of the Spider Woman* (Vintage) 0679724494
Wilde, Oscar, *The Picture of Dorian Gray and Other Writings* (Bantam Classic) 0553212540
Woolf, Virginia, *Orlando* (Wordsworth Classics) 9781853262395